
It’s been another busy year 

at ISPA as we continued to 

deliver value and develop new 

opportunities that support the 

growth and prosperity of both 

your company and the sleep 

products industry. 

This spring, we hosted another successful 
ISPA EXPO in Charlotte, North Carolina 
featuring a record-setting 264 exhibitors. Sleep 
products professionals from around the world 
explored the latest advancements in machinery, 
components, services and technology, while 
collaborating and sharing ideas. ISPA EXPO 
once again upheld its reputation of being the 
largest trade show in the world dedicated 
exclusively to the mattress industry. Thank you 
to the exhibitors who made this ISPA EXPO 
such a success and to the members and others 
who attended this important exhibition.

Up next is the ISPA Industry Conference, March 
13-14, 2019 in St. Petersburg, Florida. I invite 
you to engage with the many peers and thought 
leaders from across the bedding community that 
will participate in this popular event. 

2018 was also a busy year for advocacy. For 
example, ISPA defeated excessively broad 
legislation in California that sought to ban all 
flame-retardant chemicals from mattresses — 
and in so doing, would have prohibited the sale of 
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Data and Knowledge

ISPA will provide intelligence essential to 
industry success

The Consumer

ISPA will enhance the industry’s understanding and 
responsiveness to consumer trends and needs

Advocacy

ISPA will proactively shape legislation and 
regulations affecting the industry

Inclusion

ISPA will be the home for collaborative 
industry interaction

Organizational Health

ISPA will have sufficient revenue, industry support 
and management resources to meet our goals

BedTimes magazine 
was a double-winner 
at the influential 2018 
Folio: Eddie and Ozzie 
Awards in October 
2018. The June 2017 
feature, “Prepare 
for the Upcoming 
Manufacturing 

Renaissance,” by content editor Barbara 
T. Nelles, took home the grand prize in 
the Instructional/How-to category for 
business-to-business publications. BedTimes 
also earned an Honorable Mention in the Long 
Form/Feature Content category for the August 
2017 centennial cover story, “How to Live to 
Be 100,” by Julie A. Palm.

BedTimes offers both a print and digital 
edition, and posts the latest bedding industry 
news and additional industry-related content 
on its own website. The publication also offers 
a twice-monthly email newsletter, “BedTimes 
in Brief.” In addition, the magazine’s content 
can be seen and shared on social media 
platforms, including Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter. BedTimesMagazine.com

Sleep Savvy magazine 
is the go-to resource 
for bedding retailers, 
retail sales associates 
and anyone in the sleep 
products industry who 
want to expand sales 
by improving product 
knowledge and profession-

alism, as well as enhance the consumer-shopping 
experience. Offered in print and digital formats, 
this practical, how-to publication offers features 
to increase readers’ understanding of key product 
categories and improve best practices on the sales 
floor and in the business office.

The magazine also produces a twice-monthly 
email newsletter, “Shop Talk by Sleep Savvy,” 
that focuses on a specific theme related to topics 
that are critical to retail success. You can find and 
connect with Sleep Savvy on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter. SleepSavvyMagazine.com

new mattresses in the state. ISPA also 
kept a close eye on federal product 
safety, trade and other issues that 
affect your businesses. Members can 
count on ISPA to vigorously defend 
your interests before legislators, 
regulators and other policy makers.

In this brochure, you’ll read about 
many other actions ISPA takes on 

your behalf — from innovative ways to develop 
and publish timely industry intelligence — to the 
Better Sleep Council’s work to raise consumer 
awareness about how a quality mattress provides 
a good night’s sleep.  

Your trade association also received recognition 
outside our industry this year. BedTimes 
magazine, the bedding industry’s own business 
journal, recently won a grand prize and honorable 
mention at the 2018 Folio Show in New York. 
This well-known event recognizes the very best 
in magazine editorial and design. Be sure to read 
your copy each month for the latest industry 
news and in-depth features that can help grow 
your business.

Finally, thank you to the ISPA Board of Trustees, 
our committees, councils and all our loyal 
members. Your dedication, financial support and 
creativity make it possible for ISPA to fulfill our 
mission to lead and advance the interests of the 
sleep products industry.

Ryan Trainer, ISPA President

Free to all members, the weekly email member 
newsletter reports on important developments affecting
the sleep products industry. If you are not receiving 
yours, email Jane Oseth, joseth@sleepproducts.org.
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ISPA’s 2017 Mattress 
Industry Trends Report, 
released in May 2018, 
improved the quality 
and depth of the data 
presented. ISPA revises 
its sampling factors 
every five years to reflect 
changes in the bedding 

market. In 2017, ISPA made important changes 
to capture the rapid growth in the boxed-bedding 
segment in the 2016 and 2017 U.S. shipments 
data it published.

The 2017 report also adds two new data points 
for motion foundations, capturing both the full size 
of the U.S. market for this increasingly popular 
product as well as imports. Finally, as the market 
share for imported mattresses has grown, ISPA 
has worked with U.S. Customs to improve the 
accuracy of the import data we publish. 

As always, the 2017 report features the most 
comprehensive sales information available 
anywhere. ISPA members, mattress retailers and 
those in the financial sector can use the report 
to track key business trends and make important 
commercial and investment decisions. Free to 
members, the report also provides information 
on sales activity in 60 other countries, compiled 
by CSIL Milano and a market analysis by home 
furnishings analyst Jerry Epperson.

The 2019 ISPA Industry Conference will take place 
March 13-14 at the Vinoy Renaissance Resort in St. 
Petersburg, Florida The Conference offers networking 
and educational sessions, an industry reception and 
dinner and the popular ISPA Golf Tournament.

In May 2019, ISPA will once again host the ISPA 
Bedding Centre at interzum in Cologne, Germany, the 
largest home-furnishings components and machinery 
trade fair in the world. The ISPA Bedding Centre offers 
member companies an all-inclusive booth package and 
dedicated contact to manage all the details.

ISPA created the Mattress 
Recycling Council (MRC) to 
meet the industry’s statutory 
obligations to create and run 
statewide mattress recycling 
programs in California, 
Connecticut and Rhode Island 

without imposing excessive costs on mattress 
manufacturers or retailers. MRC contracts with 
recyclers that dismantle the discarded mattresses 
and recycle the steel, foam and other commodities. 
Since the first program launched in 2015, MRC’s 
recyclers have processed more than three million 
mattresses from cities, towns, solid waste facilities, 
landfills and other entities, like retailers, hotels, 
hospitals and universities.

16 CFR Part 1632 smoldering cigarette ignition 
mattress flammability standard, or to combine it 
with the Part 1633 open-flame ignition standard. 
The Sleep Products Safety Council (SPSC) 
is also working with the CPSC to address a 
shortage of materials needed to conduct the 
1632 smoldering cigarette test.

This fall, several mattress manufacturers 
petitioned the Commerce Department to conduct 
an antidumping investigation of unfairly traded 
mattresses from the People’s Republic of China. 
ISPA issued a statement supporting free but fair 
trade, which includes respect of globally-rec-
ognized rules that govern international trade in 
goods. That investigation should be completed 
in 2019.
 
In 2018, we tracked more than 130 pieces of 
legislation that could affect the manufacture, 
sale or disposal of mattresses. ISPA continues 
its proactive initiatives, including: combating 
illegal sales of renovated and used mattresses, 
promoting better enforcement of state bedding 
laws, and protecting existing bedding laws from 
repeal by state legislators. 

As the Voice of the Mattress Industry®, 
ISPA actively advocates for industry interests 
before legislators and regulators 
at the local, state and federal level.

In 2018, California considered legislation to ban 
all flame-retardant (FR) chemicals in mattresses, 
upholstered furniture and children’s products by 
2020, regardless of whether they were harmful. 
In doing so, the bill would have needlessly 
prohibited future mattress sales in California 
because manufacturers use fire barriers that 
contain beneficial FR chemicals to meet the Part 
1633 federal mattress flammability standard. To 
defend the industry’s ability to continue using 
necessary fire barriers, ISPA persuaded the bill’s 
author to amend the mattress provisions in his 
bill to prohibit only FR chemicals used in foam. 
In exchange for this crucial amendment, ISPA 
agreed to survey the industry every three years 
regarding the types of FR chemicals used to 
meet applicable fire standards.

At the federal level, ISPA continued its long-term 
effort to urge the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) to rescind or amend the 

MRC’s growing research and development 
initiatives intend to achieve one or more of the 
following objectives during the next several years:
• Optimize mattress collection, transportation and 
 recycling functions to address inefficiencies and 
 reduce costs
• Identify new or better uses for recycled 
 mattress materials
• Promote mattress recycling best practices
• Foster innovation, cooperation and 
 communication between suppliers, 
 manufacturers, dismantlers and end-market 
 commodity buyers
 
For more information about MRC and the Bye Bye 
Mattress Programs, visit: ByeByeMattress.com
and MattressRecyclingCouncil.org.

ISPA EXPO 2018, 
held March 14-16, 
in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, was one 
of our largest and 

most successful shows to date. The EXPO 
welcomed more than 4,300 attendees and 
attracted a record 264 exhibitors covering 
more than 137,000 square feet of show floor 
space. Attendees saw the latest in machinery, 
components, services and technology, while 
also participating in networking events and 
educational sessions.

sleepproducts.org/events 

More Than Three Million Mattresses Collected and Counting
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Proactive Legislation Mattress Recycling

NEW! Online Interactive Dashboards Now 
Deliver ISPA Statistics
To make our statistical reports more accessible 
and useful, ISPA has launched a package of 
easy-to-use interactive dashboards. These 
tools make it easier for ISPA members and 
subscribers to receive and analyze ISPA’s annual 
Mattress Industry Trends Report quarterly and 
annual data. Users can customize their analysis 
to find meaningful insights for their businesses 
or customers, and easily export ISPA data for 
use in internal company reports or presentations.

ISPA members and data subscribers may
access the dashboards through web browsers
via desktop, tablet or mobile devices. In addition, 
the ISPA Forecast (released twice a
year) will be accessible through the same portal.

sleepproducts.org/resources/statistics 

Connecting the Industry with 
Today’s Mattress Shopper
The Better Sleep Council (BSC) educates 
consumers about the importance of good sleep, the 
sleep environment and the role a mattress plays in 
getting the rest needed for a healthy lifestyle. The 
BSC engages the media and consumers through 
web content, social and traditional media relations 
and online resources like the Better Bed Quizzz™, 
its mattress shopping resource.

The BSC’s sleep and lifestyle experts regularly 
contribute to publications and offer interviews to 
local and national media outlets. Topics coincide 
with May is Better Sleep Month, seasonal events 
and current social media conversations. In 2018 the 
BSC launched a twice-monthly blog that features 
engaging, timely content to appeal to a broad 
consumer audience as well as the general media. 

Be in the Know with 
Exclusive Industry Intelligence

Collaborating and Exchanging Ideas

Unique Opportunities

Mattress Industry Cost Report

Members use this report to analyze their financial 
and operating performance against that of their 
industry peers. Published in June 2018, the 
most recent report includes an industry summary 
of manufacturing and operating expense ratios, 
net sales and profit ratios. Data is presented by 
volume categories and geographic regions for easy 
comparison. Charts and graphs in the customized 
company-specific reports show how an individual 
company’s trends compare against industry 
averages over time. 

Helping to Improve your Practices 
and Financial Performance

Mattress Industry Production 
Wage and Management 
Compensation Report

Offering employees a competitive compensation 
package is essential to success in today’s mattress 
market. Released in May 2018, this report provides 
comprehensive, accurate, and timely data on industry 
compensation practices and policies. This report helps 
members improve their business performance by 
allowing them to easily compare their compensation 
levels and benefits policies with similar mattress 
manufacturers.

The Voice of the Mattress Industry®

To help retail sales associates better understand 
their customers, the BSC also introduced an 
interactive infographic called the Mini Field 
Guide to the Mattress Shopper. The guide 
showcases the needs and concerns of different 
groups of consumers and is available on the 
ISPA website. 

In 2019 and beyond, the BSC’s objective will 
be to strengthen its position as a reliable source 
for information about sleep quality and mattress 
shopping. Connect with the BSC on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. BetterSleep.org 
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use in internal company reports or presentations.

ISPA members and data subscribers may
access the dashboards through web browsers
via desktop, tablet or mobile devices. In addition, 
the ISPA Forecast (released twice a
year) will be accessible through the same portal.

sleepproducts.org/resources/statistics 

Connecting the Industry with 
Today’s Mattress Shopper
The Better Sleep Council (BSC) educates 
consumers about the importance of good sleep, the 
sleep environment and the role a mattress plays in 
getting the rest needed for a healthy lifestyle. The 
BSC engages the media and consumers through 
web content, social and traditional media relations 
and online resources like the Better Bed Quizzz™, 
its mattress shopping resource.

The BSC’s sleep and lifestyle experts regularly 
contribute to publications and offer interviews to 
local and national media outlets. Topics coincide 
with May is Better Sleep Month, seasonal events 
and current social media conversations. In 2018 the 
BSC launched a twice-monthly blog that features 
engaging, timely content to appeal to a broad 
consumer audience as well as the general media. 

Be in the Know with 
Exclusive Industry Intelligence

Collaborating and Exchanging Ideas

Unique Opportunities

Mattress Industry Cost Report

Members use this report to analyze their financial 
and operating performance against that of their 
industry peers. Published in June 2018, the 
most recent report includes an industry summary 
of manufacturing and operating expense ratios, 
net sales and profit ratios. Data is presented by 
volume categories and geographic regions for easy 
comparison. Charts and graphs in the customized 
company-specific reports show how an individual 
company’s trends compare against industry 
averages over time. 

Helping to Improve your Practices 
and Financial Performance

Mattress Industry Production 
Wage and Management 
Compensation Report

Offering employees a competitive compensation 
package is essential to success in today’s mattress 
market. Released in May 2018, this report provides 
comprehensive, accurate, and timely data on industry 
compensation practices and policies. This report helps 
members improve their business performance by 
allowing them to easily compare their compensation 
levels and benefits policies with similar mattress 
manufacturers.

The Voice of the Mattress Industry®

To help retail sales associates better understand 
their customers, the BSC also introduced an 
interactive infographic called the Mini Field 
Guide to the Mattress Shopper. The guide 
showcases the needs and concerns of different 
groups of consumers and is available on the 
ISPA website. 

In 2019 and beyond, the BSC’s objective will 
be to strengthen its position as a reliable source 
for information about sleep quality and mattress 
shopping. Connect with the BSC on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. BetterSleep.org 
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ISPA’s 2017 Mattress 
Industry Trends Report, 
released in May 2018, 
improved the quality 
and depth of the data 
presented. ISPA revises 
its sampling factors 
every five years to reflect 
changes in the bedding 

market. In 2017, ISPA made important changes 
to capture the rapid growth in the boxed-bedding 
segment in the 2016 and 2017 U.S. shipments 
data it published.

The 2017 report also adds two new data points 
for motion foundations, capturing both the full size 
of the U.S. market for this increasingly popular 
product as well as imports. Finally, as the market 
share for imported mattresses has grown, ISPA 
has worked with U.S. Customs to improve the 
accuracy of the import data we publish. 

As always, the 2017 report features the most 
comprehensive sales information available 
anywhere. ISPA members, mattress retailers and 
those in the financial sector can use the report 
to track key business trends and make important 
commercial and investment decisions. Free to 
members, the report also provides information 
on sales activity in 60 other countries, compiled 
by CSIL Milano and a market analysis by home 
furnishings analyst Jerry Epperson.

The 2019 ISPA Industry Conference will take place 
March 13-14 at the Vinoy Renaissance Resort in St. 
Petersburg, Florida The Conference offers networking 
and educational sessions, an industry reception and 
dinner and the popular ISPA Golf Tournament.

In May 2019, ISPA will once again host the ISPA 
Bedding Centre at interzum in Cologne, Germany, the 
largest home-furnishings components and machinery 
trade fair in the world. The ISPA Bedding Centre offers 
member companies an all-inclusive booth package and 
dedicated contact to manage all the details.

ISPA created the Mattress 
Recycling Council (MRC) to 
meet the industry’s statutory 
obligations to create and run 
statewide mattress recycling 
programs in California, 
Connecticut and Rhode Island 

without imposing excessive costs on mattress 
manufacturers or retailers. MRC contracts with 
recyclers that dismantle the discarded mattresses 
and recycle the steel, foam and other commodities. 
Since the first program launched in 2015, MRC’s 
recyclers have processed more than three million 
mattresses from cities, towns, solid waste facilities, 
landfills and other entities, like retailers, hotels, 
hospitals and universities.

16 CFR Part 1632 smoldering cigarette ignition 
mattress flammability standard, or to combine it 
with the Part 1633 open-flame ignition standard. 
The Sleep Products Safety Council (SPSC) 
is also working with the CPSC to address a 
shortage of materials needed to conduct the 
1632 smoldering cigarette test.

This fall, several mattress manufacturers 
petitioned the Commerce Department to conduct 
an antidumping investigation of unfairly traded 
mattresses from the People’s Republic of China. 
ISPA issued a statement supporting free but fair 
trade, which includes respect of globally-rec-
ognized rules that govern international trade in 
goods. That investigation should be completed 
in 2019.
 
In 2018, we tracked more than 130 pieces of 
legislation that could affect the manufacture, 
sale or disposal of mattresses. ISPA continues 
its proactive initiatives, including: combating 
illegal sales of renovated and used mattresses, 
promoting better enforcement of state bedding 
laws, and protecting existing bedding laws from 
repeal by state legislators. 

As the Voice of the Mattress Industry®, 
ISPA actively advocates for industry interests 
before legislators and regulators 
at the local, state and federal level.

In 2018, California considered legislation to ban 
all flame-retardant (FR) chemicals in mattresses, 
upholstered furniture and children’s products by 
2020, regardless of whether they were harmful. 
In doing so, the bill would have needlessly 
prohibited future mattress sales in California 
because manufacturers use fire barriers that 
contain beneficial FR chemicals to meet the Part 
1633 federal mattress flammability standard. To 
defend the industry’s ability to continue using 
necessary fire barriers, ISPA persuaded the bill’s 
author to amend the mattress provisions in his 
bill to prohibit only FR chemicals used in foam. 
In exchange for this crucial amendment, ISPA 
agreed to survey the industry every three years 
regarding the types of FR chemicals used to 
meet applicable fire standards.

At the federal level, ISPA continued its long-term 
effort to urge the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) to rescind or amend the 

MRC’s growing research and development 
initiatives intend to achieve one or more of the 
following objectives during the next several years:
• Optimize mattress collection, transportation and 
 recycling functions to address inefficiencies and 
 reduce costs
• Identify new or better uses for recycled 
 mattress materials
• Promote mattress recycling best practices
• Foster innovation, cooperation and 
 communication between suppliers, 
 manufacturers, dismantlers and end-market 
 commodity buyers
 
For more information about MRC and the Bye Bye 
Mattress Programs, visit: ByeByeMattress.com
and MattressRecyclingCouncil.org.

ISPA EXPO 2018, 
held March 14-16, 
in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, was one 
of our largest and 

most successful shows to date. The EXPO 
welcomed more than 4,300 attendees and 
attracted a record 264 exhibitors covering 
more than 137,000 square feet of show floor 
space. Attendees saw the latest in machinery, 
components, services and technology, while 
also participating in networking events and 
educational sessions.

sleepproducts.org/events 

More Than Three Million Mattresses Collected and Counting
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NEW! Online Interactive Dashboards Now 
Deliver ISPA Statistics
To make our statistical reports more accessible 
and useful, ISPA has launched a package of 
easy-to-use interactive dashboards. These 
tools make it easier for ISPA members and 
subscribers to receive and analyze ISPA’s annual 
Mattress Industry Trends Report quarterly and 
annual data. Users can customize their analysis 
to find meaningful insights for their businesses 
or customers, and easily export ISPA data for 
use in internal company reports or presentations.

ISPA members and data subscribers may
access the dashboards through web browsers
via desktop, tablet or mobile devices. In addition, 
the ISPA Forecast (released twice a
year) will be accessible through the same portal.

sleepproducts.org/resources/statistics 

Connecting the Industry with 
Today’s Mattress Shopper
The Better Sleep Council (BSC) educates 
consumers about the importance of good sleep, the 
sleep environment and the role a mattress plays in 
getting the rest needed for a healthy lifestyle. The 
BSC engages the media and consumers through 
web content, social and traditional media relations 
and online resources like the Better Bed Quizzz™, 
its mattress shopping resource.

The BSC’s sleep and lifestyle experts regularly 
contribute to publications and offer interviews to 
local and national media outlets. Topics coincide 
with May is Better Sleep Month, seasonal events 
and current social media conversations. In 2018 the 
BSC launched a twice-monthly blog that features 
engaging, timely content to appeal to a broad 
consumer audience as well as the general media. 

Be in the Know with 
Exclusive Industry Intelligence

Collaborating and Exchanging Ideas

Unique Opportunities

Mattress Industry Cost Report

Members use this report to analyze their financial 
and operating performance against that of their 
industry peers. Published in June 2018, the 
most recent report includes an industry summary 
of manufacturing and operating expense ratios, 
net sales and profit ratios. Data is presented by 
volume categories and geographic regions for easy 
comparison. Charts and graphs in the customized 
company-specific reports show how an individual 
company’s trends compare against industry 
averages over time. 

Helping to Improve your Practices 
and Financial Performance

Mattress Industry Production 
Wage and Management 
Compensation Report

Offering employees a competitive compensation 
package is essential to success in today’s mattress 
market. Released in May 2018, this report provides 
comprehensive, accurate, and timely data on industry 
compensation practices and policies. This report helps 
members improve their business performance by 
allowing them to easily compare their compensation 
levels and benefits policies with similar mattress 
manufacturers.

The Voice of the Mattress Industry®

To help retail sales associates better understand 
their customers, the BSC also introduced an 
interactive infographic called the Mini Field 
Guide to the Mattress Shopper. The guide 
showcases the needs and concerns of different 
groups of consumers and is available on the 
ISPA website. 

In 2019 and beyond, the BSC’s objective will 
be to strengthen its position as a reliable source 
for information about sleep quality and mattress 
shopping. Connect with the BSC on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. BetterSleep.org 
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ISPA’s 2017 Mattress 
Industry Trends Report, 
released in May 2018, 
improved the quality 
and depth of the data 
presented. ISPA revises 
its sampling factors 
every five years to reflect 
changes in the bedding 

market. In 2017, ISPA made important changes 
to capture the rapid growth in the boxed-bedding 
segment in the 2016 and 2017 U.S. shipments 
data it published.

The 2017 report also adds two new data points 
for motion foundations, capturing both the full size 
of the U.S. market for this increasingly popular 
product as well as imports. Finally, as the market 
share for imported mattresses has grown, ISPA 
has worked with U.S. Customs to improve the 
accuracy of the import data we publish. 

As always, the 2017 report features the most 
comprehensive sales information available 
anywhere. ISPA members, mattress retailers and 
those in the financial sector can use the report 
to track key business trends and make important 
commercial and investment decisions. Free to 
members, the report also provides information 
on sales activity in 60 other countries, compiled 
by CSIL Milano and a market analysis by home 
furnishings analyst Jerry Epperson.

The 2019 ISPA Industry Conference will take place 
March 13-14 at the Vinoy Renaissance Resort in St. 
Petersburg, Florida The Conference offers networking 
and educational sessions, an industry reception and 
dinner and the popular ISPA Golf Tournament.

In May 2019, ISPA will once again host the ISPA 
Bedding Centre at interzum in Cologne, Germany, the 
largest home-furnishings components and machinery 
trade fair in the world. The ISPA Bedding Centre offers 
member companies an all-inclusive booth package and 
dedicated contact to manage all the details.

ISPA created the Mattress 
Recycling Council (MRC) to 
meet the industry’s statutory 
obligations to create and run 
statewide mattress recycling 
programs in California, 
Connecticut and Rhode Island 

without imposing excessive costs on mattress 
manufacturers or retailers. MRC contracts with 
recyclers that dismantle the discarded mattresses 
and recycle the steel, foam and other commodities. 
Since the first program launched in 2015, MRC’s 
recyclers have processed more than three million 
mattresses from cities, towns, solid waste facilities, 
landfills and other entities, like retailers, hotels, 
hospitals and universities.

16 CFR Part 1632 smoldering cigarette ignition 
mattress flammability standard, or to combine it 
with the Part 1633 open-flame ignition standard. 
The Sleep Products Safety Council (SPSC) 
is also working with the CPSC to address a 
shortage of materials needed to conduct the 
1632 smoldering cigarette test.

This fall, several mattress manufacturers 
petitioned the Commerce Department to conduct 
an antidumping investigation of unfairly traded 
mattresses from the People’s Republic of China. 
ISPA issued a statement supporting free but fair 
trade, which includes respect of globally-rec-
ognized rules that govern international trade in 
goods. That investigation should be completed 
in 2019.
 
In 2018, we tracked more than 130 pieces of 
legislation that could affect the manufacture, 
sale or disposal of mattresses. ISPA continues 
its proactive initiatives, including: combating 
illegal sales of renovated and used mattresses, 
promoting better enforcement of state bedding 
laws, and protecting existing bedding laws from 
repeal by state legislators. 

As the Voice of the Mattress Industry®, 
ISPA actively advocates for industry interests 
before legislators and regulators 
at the local, state and federal level.

In 2018, California considered legislation to ban 
all flame-retardant (FR) chemicals in mattresses, 
upholstered furniture and children’s products by 
2020, regardless of whether they were harmful. 
In doing so, the bill would have needlessly 
prohibited future mattress sales in California 
because manufacturers use fire barriers that 
contain beneficial FR chemicals to meet the Part 
1633 federal mattress flammability standard. To 
defend the industry’s ability to continue using 
necessary fire barriers, ISPA persuaded the bill’s 
author to amend the mattress provisions in his 
bill to prohibit only FR chemicals used in foam. 
In exchange for this crucial amendment, ISPA 
agreed to survey the industry every three years 
regarding the types of FR chemicals used to 
meet applicable fire standards.

At the federal level, ISPA continued its long-term 
effort to urge the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) to rescind or amend the 

MRC’s growing research and development 
initiatives intend to achieve one or more of the 
following objectives during the next several years:
• Optimize mattress collection, transportation and 
 recycling functions to address inefficiencies and 
 reduce costs
• Identify new or better uses for recycled 
 mattress materials
• Promote mattress recycling best practices
• Foster innovation, cooperation and 
 communication between suppliers, 
 manufacturers, dismantlers and end-market 
 commodity buyers
 
For more information about MRC and the Bye Bye 
Mattress Programs, visit: ByeByeMattress.com
and MattressRecyclingCouncil.org.

ISPA EXPO 2018, 
held March 14-16, 
in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, was one 
of our largest and 

most successful shows to date. The EXPO 
welcomed more than 4,300 attendees and 
attracted a record 264 exhibitors covering 
more than 137,000 square feet of show floor 
space. Attendees saw the latest in machinery, 
components, services and technology, while 
also participating in networking events and 
educational sessions.
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More Than Three Million Mattresses Collected and Counting
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NEW! Online Interactive Dashboards Now 
Deliver ISPA Statistics
To make our statistical reports more accessible 
and useful, ISPA has launched a package of 
easy-to-use interactive dashboards. These 
tools make it easier for ISPA members and 
subscribers to receive and analyze ISPA’s annual 
Mattress Industry Trends Report quarterly and 
annual data. Users can customize their analysis 
to find meaningful insights for their businesses 
or customers, and easily export ISPA data for 
use in internal company reports or presentations.

ISPA members and data subscribers may
access the dashboards through web browsers
via desktop, tablet or mobile devices. In addition, 
the ISPA Forecast (released twice a
year) will be accessible through the same portal.

sleepproducts.org/resources/statistics 

Connecting the Industry with 
Today’s Mattress Shopper
The Better Sleep Council (BSC) educates 
consumers about the importance of good sleep, the 
sleep environment and the role a mattress plays in 
getting the rest needed for a healthy lifestyle. The 
BSC engages the media and consumers through 
web content, social and traditional media relations 
and online resources like the Better Bed Quizzz™, 
its mattress shopping resource.

The BSC’s sleep and lifestyle experts regularly 
contribute to publications and offer interviews to 
local and national media outlets. Topics coincide 
with May is Better Sleep Month, seasonal events 
and current social media conversations. In 2018 the 
BSC launched a twice-monthly blog that features 
engaging, timely content to appeal to a broad 
consumer audience as well as the general media. 

Be in the Know with 
Exclusive Industry Intelligence

Collaborating and Exchanging Ideas

Unique Opportunities

Mattress Industry Cost Report

Members use this report to analyze their financial 
and operating performance against that of their 
industry peers. Published in June 2018, the 
most recent report includes an industry summary 
of manufacturing and operating expense ratios, 
net sales and profit ratios. Data is presented by 
volume categories and geographic regions for easy 
comparison. Charts and graphs in the customized 
company-specific reports show how an individual 
company’s trends compare against industry 
averages over time. 

Helping to Improve your Practices 
and Financial Performance

Mattress Industry Production 
Wage and Management 
Compensation Report

Offering employees a competitive compensation 
package is essential to success in today’s mattress 
market. Released in May 2018, this report provides 
comprehensive, accurate, and timely data on industry 
compensation practices and policies. This report helps 
members improve their business performance by 
allowing them to easily compare their compensation 
levels and benefits policies with similar mattress 
manufacturers.

The Voice of the Mattress Industry®

To help retail sales associates better understand 
their customers, the BSC also introduced an 
interactive infographic called the Mini Field 
Guide to the Mattress Shopper. The guide 
showcases the needs and concerns of different 
groups of consumers and is available on the 
ISPA website. 

In 2019 and beyond, the BSC’s objective will 
be to strengthen its position as a reliable source 
for information about sleep quality and mattress 
shopping. Connect with the BSC on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. BetterSleep.org 
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It’s been another busy year 

at ISPA as we continued to 

deliver value and develop new 

opportunities that support the 

growth and prosperity of both 

your company and the sleep 

products industry. 

This spring, we hosted another successful 
ISPA EXPO in Charlotte, North Carolina 
featuring a record-setting 264 exhibitors. Sleep 
products professionals from around the world 
explored the latest advancements in machinery, 
components, services and technology, while 
collaborating and sharing ideas. ISPA EXPO 
once again upheld its reputation of being the 
largest trade show in the world dedicated 
exclusively to the mattress industry. Thank you 
to the exhibitors who made this ISPA EXPO 
such a success and to the members and others 
who attended this important exhibition.

Up next is the ISPA Industry Conference, March 
13-14, 2019 in St. Petersburg, Florida. I invite 
you to engage with the many peers and thought 
leaders from across the bedding community that 
will participate in this popular event. 

2018 was also a busy year for advocacy. For 
example, ISPA defeated excessively broad 
legislation in California that sought to ban all 
flame-retardant chemicals from mattresses — 
and in so doing, would have prohibited the sale of 
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Data and Knowledge

ISPA will provide intelligence essential to 
industry success

The Consumer

ISPA will enhance the industry’s understanding and 
responsiveness to consumer trends and needs

Advocacy

ISPA will proactively shape legislation and 
regulations affecting the industry

Inclusion

ISPA will be the home for collaborative 
industry interaction

Organizational Health

ISPA will have sufficient revenue, industry support 
and management resources to meet our goals

BedTimes magazine 
was a double-winner 
at the influential 2018 
Folio: Eddie and Ozzie 
Awards in October 
2018. The June 2017 
feature, “Prepare 
for the Upcoming 
Manufacturing 

Renaissance,” by content editor Barbara 
T. Nelles, took home the grand prize in 
the Instructional/How-to category for 
business-to-business publications. BedTimes 
also earned an Honorable Mention in the Long 
Form/Feature Content category for the August 
2017 centennial cover story, “How to Live to 
Be 100,” by Julie A. Palm.

BedTimes offers both a print and digital 
edition, and posts the latest bedding industry 
news and additional industry-related content 
on its own website. The publication also offers 
a twice-monthly email newsletter, “BedTimes 
in Brief.” In addition, the magazine’s content 
can be seen and shared on social media 
platforms, including Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter. BedTimesMagazine.com

Sleep Savvy magazine 
is the go-to resource 
for bedding retailers, 
retail sales associates 
and anyone in the sleep 
products industry who 
want to expand sales 
by improving product 
knowledge and profession-

alism, as well as enhance the consumer-shopping 
experience. Offered in print and digital formats, 
this practical, how-to publication offers features 
to increase readers’ understanding of key product 
categories and improve best practices on the sales 
floor and in the business office.

The magazine also produces a twice-monthly 
email newsletter, “Shop Talk by Sleep Savvy,” 
that focuses on a specific theme related to topics 
that are critical to retail success. You can find and 
connect with Sleep Savvy on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter. SleepSavvyMagazine.com

new mattresses in the state. ISPA also 
kept a close eye on federal product 
safety, trade and other issues that 
affect your businesses. Members can 
count on ISPA to vigorously defend 
your interests before legislators, 
regulators and other policy makers.

In this brochure, you’ll read about 
many other actions ISPA takes on 

your behalf — from innovative ways to develop 
and publish timely industry intelligence — to the 
Better Sleep Council’s work to raise consumer 
awareness about how a quality mattress provides 
a good night’s sleep.  

Your trade association also received recognition 
outside our industry this year. BedTimes 
magazine, the bedding industry’s own business 
journal, recently won a grand prize and honorable 
mention at the 2018 Folio Show in New York. 
This well-known event recognizes the very best 
in magazine editorial and design. Be sure to read 
your copy each month for the latest industry 
news and in-depth features that can help grow 
your business.

Finally, thank you to the ISPA Board of Trustees, 
our committees, councils and all our loyal 
members. Your dedication, financial support and 
creativity make it possible for ISPA to fulfill our 
mission to lead and advance the interests of the 
sleep products industry.

Ryan Trainer, ISPA President

Free to all members, the weekly email member 
newsletter reports on important developments affecting 
the sleep products industry. If you are not receiving 
yours, email Jane Oseth, joseth@sleepproducts.org.

Helping the World 
Sleep Better

International Sleep Products Association

sleepproducts.org

Our Commitment  2018 - 2019

ISPA’s Vision

Helping the World Sleep Better Lead and Advance the Interests 
of the Sleep Products Industry

ISPA’s Mission

Gain Valuable Insights with 
ISPA’s Must-Read Publications

The Business Journal for the 
Sleep Products Industry

Putting the Focus on  
Retailer Education

Keeping You in the Know!

ISPA’s Strategic Goals – Focusing on the Future
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